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Dear affiliate,  
  
My name is Clayton and I am the affiliate manager for XocoSlim.com.  Over the last 
few months I have been compiling creative ideas to promote the XocoSlim.com 
product as an affiliate.  In this handbook I am going to show you how to boost your 
sales by using some of these tactics.  
  
The idea behind this eBook is to help you connect with the niche and learn how to 
properly market to the type of people that are interested in XocoSlim.com  
  
If you are just starting out as an affiliate for this product or if you are already an affiliate 
and just want some new ideas then please keep reading as I am sure you will benefit 
from this booklet. 
  
This book is dedicated to all of my current affiliates and to all those affiliates whom are 
struggling to make their first XocoSlim.com sale.    
  
Before I go any further I will give you my biggest tip that is going to help you with all 
types of marketing.  This is something that I ALWAYS do and you’re going to see 
success if you do it too.  
  
“Become your customer” – By this I mean, actually sit down and do exactly what the 
customer would do if they searched for a certain keyword.  Would they purchase 
XocoSlim.com if they came to your landing page after searching for that keyword? You 
need  to ask yourself this question for every keyword you are targeting.  
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In this handbook I am going to cover the following topics:  
 
  
 
Starting out 
- For the complete beginner  
 
What am I selling?  
‐ The item numbers  
‐ Backend sales process  
  
About the customers  
‐ Who are you trying to sell too?  
  
Pay-per-click marketing  
‐ What PPC networks to use  
‐ Proper campaign setup  
‐ Keywords  
‐ Ads  
‐ Tracking conversions  
  
Money from a mail-out  
‐ Using an auto‐responder  
‐ Increasing your opt‐in rate  
‐ Selling to your list  
  
Getting traffic  
‐ SEO  
‐ Forums  
‐ Question/answer sites  
‐ How sites  
‐ Online videos  
‐ Where to buy links  
‐ Exchanging links  
‐ Online radio  
‐ Online Classifieds  
‐ Offline  
‐ Other (hub pages, articles, Squidoo)  
 

 
Pre-selling tips  
- Don’t sell, pre-sell! 
 
Hiding your affiliate link  
‐ Why hide your affiliate link  
 
Products and services that I use  
  
Keeping up to date 
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Starting out 
 
 
For the complete beginner  
 
I am just adding this section for those of you who have no idea how to setup up an 
affiliate account to promote XocoSlim.com  
  
The 1st thing you need to do is join: http://www.clickbank.com  
  
Clickbank track all of our orders and send payments to our affiliates.  It is free to join.  
  
After you have joined Clickbank you can setup your affiliate link.  
  
Your affiliate link will be in this format: http://xxxxx.simplesloss.hop.clickbank.net     
  
Replace the x’s with your Clickbank affiliate name.  When a customer purchases after 
clicking your affiliate link you will be credited for your sale.  You can check sales by 
logging into your Clickbank account.  Clickbank sales are recorded in real‐time (about a 
2 minute delay).  
  
Now that you have your affiliate link setup its time to start sending traffic to it and 
making sales.  In the following chapters you will learn about generating targeted traffic 
to your affiliate link so please keep reading. 
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What am I selling?  
 

The item numbers  
 
Below is a list of products that are sold from your "simpleloss" affiliate link:  
 
Item 7: http://www.XocoSlim.com – Price: $39.95 (Straight Sale) 
Item 1: http://www.XocoSlim.com Trial Offer – Price: $4.95 trial price for 7 days + $35 if 
they decide to keep it after 7 days. 
 
 
Backend sales process  
 
After a customer purchases XocoSlim.com either for the trial or for the highest price of 
$39.95 they are offered 3 other products from the member’s page. 
  
If the customer proceeds to purchase any of these items, you as the referring affiliate 
will receive 75% commission on any purchase. 
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About the customers 
 

 
Who are you trying to sell too?  
 
Knowing who you are trying to sell too is a very important part of internet marketing and 
this is where a lot of new affiliates fail.  As an affiliate you need to put yourself in the 
shoes of your visitors and constantly check to see if your campaign sells you.  Only 
when this is correct will the sales start pouring in.  But how do you put yourself in the 
shoes of your visitors if you don’t know who they are?  
  
All of this information and more can be found on the Quantcast website. Please visit the 
link below:  
  
http://www.quantcast.com/XocoSlim.com 
  
This page will show you some really great stuff about your visitors like:  

 
‐ What type of websites they like.  
‐ What country they are from.  
‐ Their average yearly income is.  
‐ What they search for online.  
+ Much more.  

  
It is important to put yourself in the shoes of your visitors no matter what you sell and 
this data will help you do just that.  
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Pay-per-click marketing  
 

What PPC networks to use  
 
Are you one of those affiliates who think Google AdWords is the only way to profit from 
PPC marketing?  If so, you need to read this...  
  
Google AdWords is big and profitable but it can also be a money eating monster.  There 
are many other PPC networks out there which can boost your earnings.  It has been 
proven that MSN AdCenter also gives affiliates a great return on investment (ROI).   
 
Below is a list of networks that you should experiment with:  
Looksmart – ($100 coupon) http://offers.looksmart.com/thought 
 
1) Google AdWords – http://www.google.com/adwords  
2) Yahoo Search Marketing –  http://signup.marketingsolutions.yahoo.com       
3) MSN Adcenter � https://adcenter.microsoft.com    
4) 7 Search � http://7search.com/    
5) Adbrite � http://www.adbrite.com    
6) Miva � http://www.miva.com    
7) Searchfeed � http://www.searchfeed.com    
8) Kanoodle � http://www.kanoodle.com/about/advertise.html    
9) Looksmart- http://offers.looksmart.com/thought/     
10) Facebook Ads- http://www.facebook.com/advertising/  
 
You should be able to find coupons for most of these PPC networks.  This will give you 
a few dollars to play around with until you get a hang of the network.  To get coupons 
search Google for “network name + coupon”.  
 
Proper campaign setup  
 
Over the years I have seeing some affiliates just get too excited and rush into PPC 
campaigns without having them properly setup.  Most affiliates who do this fail.  If you 
just want to test a product to see how it converts then its fine to setup a simple 
campaign or even just send visitors directly to your hoplink.  However, if you want to 
setup a long term PPC campaign that is profitable than you need to put a bit of thought 
into its setup.  
 
Basically your campaign needs to be laser targeted from the time the customer 
searches Google or any other PPC engine to the time they have made the purchase.  
 
This means you are going to need a different landing page for every set of keywords 
you have. 
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For example:  
  
If somebody searches Google for “how to burn fat” you want to send them to a page 
that talks in detail about burning fat.  This means you will need to make a landing page 
that talks about burning fat in the specific terms they primarily searched for. 
  
Below is how a PPC campaign should be setup.  
 

How to Burn Fat Keywords > How to Burn Fat Landing Page >  
How to Burn Fat Sales page > Customer Purchases 

 
Another Example: 
 

Boost Metabolism Keywords > Boost Metabolism Landing Page >  
Boost Metabolism Sales page > Customer Purchases 

 
  
On your landing page you can still talk about different subjects or any other thing related 
but you should keep it brief and give them as much specific information as possible 
  
Setup a similar landing page for your “burn fat” keywords.  
  
Keywords such as “boost metabolism” or “workout routines” are not targeted to  
burn fat. 
 
Again, on these pages you can talk about both boost metabolism and how it can be 
used to discover the workout routines they are searching for.  
 
 
Keywords 
 
Keywords are a very important part of your PPC campaign; actually keywords are 
probably the most important part.  They can make or break you.  To succeed in PPC 
marketing you need a set of converting keywords that are competitive to bid on and are 
able to make you a profit at the same time.  Sounds easy; doesn’t it?   
 
Truth is; it’s not easy at all! 
  
In this section I am going to help out as much as I can with keyword selection so that 
you can profit from your PPC campaigns. PERIOD! 
  
I am going to start with a “top level” keyword and show you how to break it down into  
More targeted keywords that are higher converting. 
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Top level keywords:  
 
Burn Fat 
Loose Weight 
  
These 2 keywords can be broken up into thousands of different keywords.  Below 
is a quick keyword lists: example of how the word “Burn Fat” can build a 
profitable keyword list.  
  
burn+fat, belly, exercise, diet = burn belly (s), belly exercise(s), burn fat exercise (s), 
belly fat (s), belly diet 
 
Then we can start putting keywords at the end...  
  
How to burn fat, burn fat diet, burn fat fast 
+ exercise, with home etc 
= how to burn fat with exercise 
Get the idea??  
  
From looking above I have turned the keyword “burn fat" into many possible converting 
keywords. You should do the same for your "Loose Weight" keyword and other 
keywords like "Diet Program", "Nutrition", “Obesity" etc. 
  
Generating keyword lists in this manner can take quite a number of hours.  To 
speed up the process and find keywords you had not thought of you may want to 
try Keyword Elite and a few Google tools I will list below: 
 
Look at Keyword Elite here: http://www.keywordelite.com/ 
  
Or you can check this link: http://www.seomoz.org/dp/the-internet-marketing-
handbook 
 
Another paid tool you can use is: http://www.wordtracker.com  
 
You can fairly generate a lot of keywords and combinations through the help of different 
tools provided by Google. 
 
https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal  
 
This tool will help you find related keywords and phrases in no time as well as suggest 
synonyms. 
 
http://labs.google.com/sets  
 
This tool automatically create sets of keywords and items from the few examples 
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Below are a few keywords you can type into Keyword Elite or any of the other tools to 
generate large, profitable keywords lists:  
 
Ad Group "Burn Fat" 
$$$ Keywords: 
burning fat 
how to burn fat 
to burn fat 
fat burning 
fat burn 
burn fat 
burn belly fat 
burn the fat feed the muscle 
burn fat off 
burn fat diet 
burn fat fast 
burn fat quick 
burn fat quickly 
exercise to burn fat 
how to burn fat fast 
best exercise to burn fat 
quickest way to burn fat 
ways to burn fat 
the best way to burn fat 
burn the fat 
exercise burn fat 
burn fat naturally 
fat burning exercises 
fat burning diet 
best way to burn fat 
fat burning tips 
burn fat faster 
fastest way to burn fat 
belly burn fat 
fast fat burning 
burn more fat 
burn fat exercises 
exercises that burn fat 
book burn fat feed muscle 
stomach burn fat 
burn fat feed muscle 
food that burns fat 
muscle burn fat 
burn fat workout 
burn fat not muscle 
foods burn fat 
foods that burn fat 
best fat burning 
fat burning secrets 
burn fat gain muscle 
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fat burning diets 
burn fat build muscle 
fat burning foods 
build muscle and burn fat 
how to burn body fat 
fat burning exercise 
burn stomach fat 
burns fat 
burn body fat 
food that burn fat 
burning body fat 
fat burning supplement 
burn the fat feed 
burn the fat feed the 
fat burning furnace 
burning fat fast 
fat burning workouts 
 
Ad Group "Loose Weight" 
$$$ Keywords: 
loose weight fast 
loose weight quickly 
how to loose weight 
to loose weight 
ways to loose weight 
loose weight 
how to loose weight fast 
loosing weight 
loose weight in 
loose weight with 
fast loose weight 
loose weight quick 
loose weight now 
loose weight healthy 
loose weight easy 
how to loose weight in 
diets to loose weight 
how to loose weight quickly 
best way to loose weight 
way to loose weight 
i loose weight 
easy ways to loose weight 
fastest way to loose weight 
to loose weight fast 

 
Ad Group "Diet" 
$$$ Keywords: 
healthy diet 
diets 
diet plans 
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diet plan 
diet meals 
diet food 
diet recipes 
dieting 
diet foods 
weight loss diet 
diet menu 
diet menus 
calorie diet 
diet eating 
carb diet 
diet nutrition 
fast diet 
protein diet 
low carb diet 
3 day diet 
diet diary 
diet meal plan 
vegetarian diet 
diet breakfast 
free diet plans 
weight gain diet 
best diets 
high protein diet 
detox diet 
diet and exercise 
diet and nutrition 
diet fat 
diabetes diet 
1200 calorie diet 
low calorie diet 
healthy eating diet 
carbs diet 
best diet 
diet 
south beach diet 
negative calorie diet 
healthy diets 
diabetic diet 
the diet 
10 diet 
zero diet 
easy diet 
and diet 
diet uk 
diet with 
factor diet 
only diet 
world diet 
cal diet 
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diet help 
diet in 
diet of 
diet on 
diet review 
diet system 
diet wikipedia 
diet work 
fun diet 
house diet 
new diet 
off diet 
online diet 
s diet 
through diet 
a diet 
diet advice 
diet no 
diet blog 
perfect diet 
diet success 
diet forum 
diet plate 
free diet 
american diet 
special diet 
diet before 
japanese diet 
diet solution 
la diet 
diet ideas 
my diet 
diet sheet 
diet books 
diet book 
cutting diet 
indian diet 
spanish diet 
diet meal 
5 factor diet 
weekly diet 
diets that work 
day diet 
on a diet 
phelps diet 
daily diet 
one week diet 
quick diet 
high fibre diet 
diet sheets 
diet torrent 
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diet for weight loss 
free diet plan 
the hay diet 
best diet plan 
diet meal plans 
diet plans for 
a day diet 
diets for 
weight loss diets 
day diet plan 
fitness diet 
calorie diets 
diet spain 
one week diet system 
diet exercise 
little black dress diet 
diets for weight loss 
iphoto diet 
hay diet 
low fat diet 
diet and fitness 
closer diets 
good diet 
diet in spain 
diet tips 
no carb diet 
pressure diet 
diet program 
quick weight loss diet 
food diet for 
quick diets 
fat burning diet 
diet recipe 
diets for quick weight loss 
food diets 
healthy diet plan 
week diet plan 
glycemic diet 
michael phelps diet 
celebrity diet 
the best diet 
diet low 
health diet 
beach diet recipes 
rice diet 
 
Ad Group "Weight Loss" 
$$$ Keywords: 
healthy weight loss 
weight loss diet 
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quick weight loss 
weight loss exercise 
weight loss tips 
fast weight loss 
weight loss plans 
weight loss plan 
weight loss supplement 
weight loss supplements 
weight loss products 
natural weight loss 
weight loss program 
weight loss reviews 
loss weight 
best weight loss 
weight loss success 
free weight loss 
weight loss programme 
weight loss 
easy weight loss 
rapid weight loss 
berry weight loss 
for weight loss 
order weight loss 
weight loss in 
weight loss uk 
no weight loss 
weight loss online 
weight loss product 
weight loss resources 
weight loss system 
weight loss with 
effective weight loss 
of weight loss 
weight loss forums 
weight loss stories 
weight loss forum 
weight loss holiday 
mp3 weight loss 
weight loss boot 
weight loss help 
weight loss spain 
green tea weight loss 
weight loss before 
weight loss programs 
fat weight loss 
weight loss tea 
weight loss holidays 
safe weight loss 
quick weight loss diet 
diet for weight loss 
for quick weight loss 
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diets for quick weight loss 
weight loss diets 
diets for weight loss 
alli weight loss 
herbal weight loss 
weight loss patch 
week weight loss 
fast weight loss diet 
weight loss diet plan 
herbal weight loss pills 
loss weight program 
diet fast loss weight 
loss of weight 
weight fat loss 
and weight loss 
weight loss bodybuilding 
weight loss secrets 
weight loss transformation 
acai berry weight loss 
medical weight loss 
health weight loss 
teen weight loss 
weight loss for idiots 
weight loss center 
after weight loss 
celebrity weight loss 
unexplained weight loss 

 
You can expand the list above into more specific keywords.  Use these keywords with  
Keyword Elite to build your list of profitable, low cost keywords.  Remember, you should  
always track your campaigns to check which keywords are making you sales and which  
keywords are costing you money. 
 
Important Note: You have to know that in PPC it is possible to spend large 
amounts of money in no time. General keywords have a lot of volume but they 
don’t result to be very profitable. You have to go one level deeper and start 
finding real combination of keywords that will result in making money. This is 
very important and it can be the difference between making a lot of money and no 
money at all. 
  
You may also want to add a few negative keywords into your campaign to reduce 
freebie hunters and other people that are not going to be interested in purchasing 
the product. 
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Below is a list of negative keywords: 
  
NEGATIVE 
KEYWORDS 
ephedra weight loss 
free weight loss 
weight loss software 
physician weight loss 
pictures 
journal 
center 
fda 
gain 

 
Ads 
 
The main purpose of your ad is to attract the customer’s attention.  To do this your ad 
must relate to what they have searched for.  If your keyword is “Burn Fat” you must 
have this word in your ad.  
  
All searched keywords will show up in bold in the listings, so to stand out you must have 
the keywords in your ad.  
  
Some affiliates don’t know if they should have the price of the product in the ad or not.  
It is a good way to stop freebie hunters from clicking your ads however the sales page 
can convert a lot of these people into buyers.  I personally do not use the product price 
in the ad as this reduces the overall click‐through rate, which in turn reduces your ads 
quality score.   
 
A low quality score means you will need to bid more to keep your position in the ads.  
  
You should always be split testing your ads to increase the CTR.  To do this you should  
always have 2 ads running at the same time.  After 1 week, delete the lower performing 
ad and write a new one.  Keep doing this until you have a high CTR.  This is a great 
way to improve your CTR therefore reducing your max CPC.  
  
So in recap, don’t use prices in your ads and always split test.  Of course, this is general  
guidance.  I do not know what keywords you’re using nor the way you are pre‐selling 
the product so you should always test what works best for you.  
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Ads Sample:  
 
Burn Fat Secrets 
New way to burn fat fast 
Spot target & burn fat easily 
www.XocoSlim.com 

 
Lose Weight Tips 
Tips & Tricks to help manage your 
Weight! Fast, Easy & Fun! 
www.XocoSlim.com 

 
Lose 20 Lbs in 15 Days 
Video reveals tips on how to lose 
Weight fast in a healthy way 
www.XocoSlim.com 

 
Want to Lose Weight 
Lose weight the healthy way 
Free video reveals tips & secrets 
www.XocoSlim.com 

 
 
Tracking Conversions 
 
There are a couple of ways you can track your XocoSlim conversions.  The 1st method 
is to setup PPC conversion tracking.  I have made this as simple as possible for you.  In 
the below example I will use Google.  
  
The first thing you need to do is get your conversion ID.  To do this you can log into your  
AdWords account.  From the campaign management tab click on the “conversion 
tracking” link.  Then click on the “Purchase/Sale” link.  You will find this link in the first 
column of the table.  
 
After you click on “Purchase/Sale” click on “View action code”.  On the 6th line of the 
action code you will find your Google conversion ID.  Copy this and save it in a .txt file 
for your records.  You will be able to get your conversion ID’s for the other PPC 
networks in a similar way.  Just view your conversion tracking code and copy the 
conversion ID.  
  
Now you need to setup your Clickbank affiliate link to include this conversion ID.  Below 
is the standard XocoSlim affiliate hoplink: (replace “xxxxx” with you clickbank ID” 
  
http://xxxxx.simpleloss.hop.clickbank.net   
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To include your Google conversion ID in the hoplink please use the below format:  
  
http://xxxxx.simpleloss.hop.clickbank.net?gid=zzzzzzzzzzz  
  
Replace the X’s with your Clickbank ID and replace the Z’s with your Google conversion 
ID.  
  
If you were to use one of the specific XocoSlim pages your hoplink would look like this:  
  
http://xxxxx.simpleloss.hop.clickbank.net?lp=burnfat&tid=ooooo&gid=zzzzzzzz   
  
(This hoplink also includes the optional TID variable)  
  
You can also create one hoplink that includes automatic keyword tracking for Google,  
Yahoo, MSN and 7 Search.  This means you can easily setup a campaign for the top 4 
PPC networks without needing to use edit your hoplink for each network.  The hoplink 
for all 4 PPC networks in one will be in the below format:  
  
http://xxxxx.simpleloss.hop.clickbank.net?gid=zzzzz&yid=vvvvv&mid=kkkkk&sid=pp
ppp  
  
In the above link you would replace the X’s with your Clickbank ID, the Z’s with your 
Google conversion ID, the v’s with your Yahoo conversion ID, the k’s with your MSN 
conversion ID and the p’s with your 7 Search ID.  
  
Moreover, you can combine all 4 networks with a specific XocoSlim page and a TID.   
 
This link will look like the below: 
  
http://xxxxx.simpleloss.hop.clickbank.net?lp=whitemagick&tid=ooooo&gid=zzzzz
&yid=vvvvv&mid=kkkkk&sid=ppppp    
 
This is quite a long and messy looking affiliate link.  But don’t worry, when the visitor  
reaches the XocoSlim sales page all of this information will be hidden! Make sure you 
understand this really well as it will give you leverage at the time of tracking your 
commissions, specially if you have many keywords and different ads going on  
  
Although this type of keyword level conversion tracking is fast and easy to setup, it does  
have issues.  For example:  
  
When using Google conversion tracking you may notice that Google shows more 
conversion than Clickbank does. Many affiliates think this is a Clickbank problem but in 
fact ‐ It’s poor Google tracking!  
  
So if you plan to use the Google conversion code, or if you already are and you notice 
more Google conversions than Clickbank conversions, this is what's happening:  
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A Visitor clicks on your Google ad, then decides to click the back button to research the  
product a little more. They then decided to purchase but this time it is from another  
affiliates link.  
  
Google will still record this as a sale for you because your ad was clicked. Google does 
not know that the visitor clicked on another affiliate link.  This will inflate your Google  
conversions and make Clickbank seem like they are not recording your sales.  
  
It’s best to think of PPC conversions as either sale assists or sales.  
  
So is there a way to get accurate conversion tracking on a keyword level?  
Yes there is, and this brings me to my 2nd method of tracking conversions.  
  
 
Clickbank has a TID (tracking ID) feature.  With this you can make the TID anything you 
want.  Let’s say I am using the affiliate hoplink below:  
  
http://xxxxx.simpleloss.hop.clickbank.net?tid=180   
  
Now I go and setup a PPC campaign and for my keyword “Burn Fat” I use the above 
link as my hoplink.  Whenever I make a sale from the above hoplink Clickbank will 
record the TID as 180.  I then match that TID to the keyword I was using.  
  
I now know that somebody just purchased the product after searching for the keyword  
“Burn Fat” 
  
What you can do is either assign a unique TID for each keyword manually (this can be 
very time consuming).  Or you can do what I do and use software to assign the TIDS  
automatically. Software such as Extreme Conversions can do this and it’s quite easy to 
get a hang of.  
  
Or you can find one in the tools below:  
http://www.seomoz.org/dp/the-internet-marketing-handbook 
 
NOTE:  I have been asked – Can this auto tracking only be used for direct linking from 
PPC ads?  The answer is no.  This tracking can be used even if you are using a landing 
page.  You just need to change the hoplinks on your lander/website to include your PPC 
conversion tracking ID.    
  
 

So it will go, PPC ad > your lander > your hoplink with PPC tracking >  
XocoSlim website. 
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Money from a mail-out 
 
If you are not building a list of subscribers than you a leaving money on the table.  It’s 
not hard to build a list of subscribers but for some reason many affiliates seem to not 
worry about it.  This section is going to show you how to build a list and how to sell to 
your subscribers. 
 
Using an auto-responder  
 
In this section I am going to refer to the auto�responder service that I personally 
use, “Aweber”. 
  
Look at http://www.aweber.com 
  
First of all you want to click on “Create and manage lists”.  Click on “Create a new 
list” and fill out all of the information.  When it comes time to create an opt‐in box there 
are a couple of options.  You can create an online box, or a hover box.  An inline box is 
one that you embed into your webpage and a hover box is one of those annoying boxes 
you see on a lot of sales pages.  
  
Inline boxes are more subtle and generate less leads where as hover boxes will capture  
many more opt‐ins.  However, the quality of leads from inline opt‐ins is better and more  
responsive.  Basically you can choose either option, it’s up to you.   
  
Create an offer and give your visitors a reason to subscribe, otherwise nobody will be 
willing to enter their information.  I am going to talk about some great ways to get opt‐ins 
below.  
 
Increasing your opt-in rate  
 
If you are stuck for ideas to get visitors entering their name and email then here are a  
couple of methods.  
  
1.  Near your opt‐in box you can say something like “Please enter your details below to 
get the love spells that will get your ex back”.  You would use an opt‐in message like 
this on your “love spells” landing page.  
  
 You should set something similar up for your “Weight loss Tips” landing page.  
  
This type of setup is highly targeted and will yield a great opt‐in rate.  
  
When you send out your first email you should send them a one or two of the free 
videos we have available for you at the affiliate tool page.  Watch the video and 
encourage them to watch it by explaining some of the facts covered in the video 
itself and then send them to XocoSlim.com 
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2.  Give away a free eBook that your visitors would want.  You can write your own 
eBook, pay somebody to write an eBook or you can search eBay for eBooks with resell 
rights.  You can use a message near your opt‐in box like: “Enter your details below 
and I will quickly send you my free eBook, "15 potent foods that will help you lose 
weight."   You should also use a 3D picture of the eBook you are giving away. We 
have a few eBooks in our affiliate tool section, feel free to grab those and 
distribute them for FREE at your own will. 
 
http://www.XocoSlim.com/affiliatetools.php  
  
On your first email to this list you should tell them where to download their free eBook  
from.  We have also included a tool that will help you customize the affiliate link from the 
ebook so you get the commission credited to your account  
 
Selling to your list  
 
Ok, you have your opt‐in message setup + your first email.  Now it’s time to start selling  
XocoSlim.com to your list.  Below are 4 pre‐written emails that you can simply “plug‐in” 
to your Aweber auto‐responder.  The below link contains my autoresponder email 
series. It targets visitors who are interested in the main book, plus those who might be 
interested in similar books.    
 
You are welcome to edit these emails as you wish.  You should send each of 
these emails about 2 days apart from each other.  
  
http://www.XocoSlim.com/ArpXS.txt 
 
Also you can use the solo emails if you already have a list and you want to 
broadcast our site to it. It's proven that it makes money so I don't see any reason 
why you shouldn't try it.  
 
Go on the link below and download the solo emails for XocoSlim.com: 
 
http://www.XocoSlim.com/XS-solo.txt  
 
 
Note:  
 
You are more than welcome to edit this email series to suit the type of opt‐ins you have 
or add extra emails in the series.  A couple of things to remember with the type of 
visitors that are interested in XocoSlim.com, they don’t like a hard sell and they do like 
to see pictures.  
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Getting Traffic 
 
SEO  
 
SEO (search engine optimization) is probably the best way to get targeted traffic to your 
website.  You can target specific keywords and it is free traffic.  However, SEO takes 
time and getting on the front page of search engines can take years to achieve for some 
keywords.  Below are a few tips to rank well in search engines:  
  

 
1) Build your links slowly:  Yes, you do need many incoming links to your 
website however if your site suddenly gets 500 links then Google will 
penalize you.  
  
2) Quality over quantity:  50 links from quality relative website is better than 
500 links from unrelated websites.  
  
3) Unique content: Writing your own unique website content is a very 
important part of SEO.  You will get heavily penalized if you duplicate 
content from another website.  
  
4) Fresh content:  Try to keep your website updated with fresh content.  An 
update every week will help you in the rankings.  

 
Forums 
 
Forums are a great place to get traffic to your website however it does require work.  
What you need to do is join popular forums and make informative posts.  In your 
signature have a link to XocoSlim.com     
  
Below are a couple of example signatures:  
  
Want to lose weight fast and healthy?  Click here to see how I did it << AFF LINK  
 
Change Your Life Today With Xoco Slim << AFF LINK  
  
The type of forums you should post at are energy forums, news forums, business 
forums, home forums, money forums and more.  
  
To find these forums type into Google “weight loss forums”, “exercise forums” etc. 
Doing this will bring up a list of popular forums that you can post at. 
 
Please DO NOT spam on these forums.  You will get banned from the forums.  
Moreover, spamming is against Clickbank’s terms and your Clickbank account 
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may be terminated.  
 
Question/Answer sites  
 
This is a great method to get some quick cash.  The idea with this method is to search  
question/websites for people that are asking questions about losing weight.  
For example: Search the site for “Burn Fat”.  You will see a list of questions about 
Burning Fat.  You can answer these questions and use your affiliate link in the answer.  
  
Below are a few question/answer sites:  
http://answers.yahoo.com/    
http://www.answers.com/    
http://www.answerbag.com/    
http://www.blurtit.com/    
http://www.allexperts.com/    
 
NOTE: You may not be able to directly post your affiliate link on these sites.  You 
should cloak your affiliate link or post a link to your own website that promotes 
XocoSlim.com.  You will learn about re‐directing and cloaking later.  
 
 
HOW SITES 
 
This is much like the question/answer method instead you help people from how 
websites.  Some of the how questions are “What to Exercise?", "What are the right 
foods to eat?", "How to burn fat?"  
  
Below are some “how” websites:  
 
http://www.ehow.com 
http://www.wikihow.com/ 
http://www.howtodothings.com/ 
  
NOTE: You may not be able to directly post your affiliate link on these sites.  You 
should cloak your affiliate link or post a link to your own website that promotes 
XocoSlim.com.  You will learn about re‐directing and cloaking later.  
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Online videos  
 
Video has become a very popular way to generate traffic and for good reason too.  
Every day thousands of people are watching online videos and for you as an affiliate to 
spend just a few minutes uploading a video, it’s worth it.   
 
Basically the idea with video marketing is to submit videos to websites like you tube and 
use target keywords in your video title and description.  You can then watermark your 
videos with your website address and put your URL in the video description.  There is 
probably some free video editing software out there but the software that I personally 
use is called Vegas Movie Studio 9.0, by Sony. You can also advertise your videos on 
you tube, simply go to: 
 
http://ads.youtube.com 
 
Xoco Slim team has made available high resolution videos for you to market or use it to 
send traffic to XocoSlim.com as an affiliate; you can find all the videos at the affiliate 
resource page: 
 
http://www.XocoSlim.com/affiliatetools.php 
 
 
Where to buy links  
 
Link buying can be very profitable if you choose the correct websites to advertise on.  
As the affiliate manager I am able to see all of the traffic stats I can see what type of 
traffic converts well for XocoSlim.com   
 
What I have noticed is that news (USA) websites and online radio/broadcasting/talkback 
show website traffic converts well.  What you can do is setup a simple review website 
and purchase a link on a high traffic news/radio website.  Monitor the sales and work 
out if the traffic source is profitable.  
 
The best part about this type of traffic source... It’s completely auto‐pilot!  Purchase 1 
link, tweak your page to capture opt‐ins etc. then purchase a link from another 
news/radio website.  
  
These types of links usually cost quite a bit of money however the payoffs can be huge.  
You can also purchase cheaper links however the main difference will be the volume of 
traffic the website receives.  
 
To purchase cheaper (but still targeted) links head over to Google and type in some of 
your keywords.  EG. “burn fat”, “lose weight”.  Go through the listings and look for 
websites that you would like your link on.  Simply send an email to the website owner 
and ask them if they have any advertising packages.  
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Exchanging links  
 
Who said link exchanging was dead?  Build links from the right sites and you can make 
daily sales from completely free traffic.  You can find websites to exchange link by using 
the above method.  Get your list of keywords, search Google for each keyword and try 
to get a link back to your website from at least 1 website from each of your keywords 
searches.  
  
You will need to make an attractive offer to the website owners that you email otherwise  
they won’t want to link to your site.  You may want to get your website traffic up to 100  
visitors per day then email your traffic stats with your link exchange proposal.  To get up 
to 100 visitors per day trying using some of the other methods in this book first.  
 
Radio advertising  
 
Online radio is probably something that has never crossed your mind as an affiliate,  
However, if done correctly it can be very profitable.  Online radio is MUCH cheaper than 
the usual offline radio advertising but there are still thousands and thousands of 
listeners.   
 
Moreover, since the listeners are already at their computer your affiliate link is only a 
click away.  Below are a few radio networks you can advertise with, simply send them 
an email asking about their advertising packages.  Work out how many sales you would 
need to become profitable.  If you think you can profit then why not give it a shot?  
  
http://www.modavox.com/green/ 
http://www.gcnlive.com/Contact.html 
http://www.cbsradio.com/advertise/index.html 
http://www.cbc.ca/advertise/ 
http://www.billsparks.org/ << Huge directory of online radio stations (Go Nuts!)   
 
Online classifieds  
 
Classifieds = people ready to buy.  So if you haven’t posted at any classifieds yet then 
you’re missing out on some easy money.  All you do with this method is post the 
XocoSlim.com package for sale on the classifieds with your affiliate link.  Below are 
some online classifieds. (for offline you need to send the traffic to a domain of yours that 
will redirect the traffic to XocoSlim.com and track your commission at the same time. If 
you need help with that, feel free to drop me a line. The resources are below: 
 
http://www.nationwideadvertising.com/  
http://www.craigslist.org/about/sites 
http://www.adpost.com/ 
http://www.webclassifieds.us/ 
http://www.classifiedsforfree.com/  
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http://www.oodle.com/  
http://www.stumblehere.com/  
http://www.inetgiant.com 
 
For more please search Google for “post free online classifieds”.  Please do not spam 
your affiliate link.  
 
Offline advertising  
 
Online advertising is good because your customers are already on the computer, 
however you can also find some offline advertising that will bring in a profit for you.  The 
best part about advertising XocoSlim.com offline is that you will have no competition 
from other affiliates.  Below are a few places you can test out your affiliate skills offline:  
  
Local newspapers  
Message boards  
Flyers  
Letterbox droppings  
Shop windows  
+ many others.  
  
To use offline advertising you are going to need your own domain to promote the 
website. You don’t want to tell people to go directly through your affiliate link, 
hardly anybody will do this.  You can cloak your affiliate link, redirect to your 
affiliate link or have your own complete website about losing weight and 
advertise XocoSlim.com on it.  
 
Other (Hub pages, articles, Squidoo)  
 
In this section I am just going to quickly talk about some other ways to promote 
XocoSlim.com. To learn more about each method just search Google.  Below are a 
few extra methods to make money as a XocoSlim.com affiliate:  
  

Squidoo  
Hub Pages  
Article marketing  
US Free Ads  
Blogging  

  
There are probably hundreds more ways to promote the product but hopefully the above 
methods will get you on your way.  
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Pre-selling tips 
 
Don’t sell, pre-sell!  
 
These are my personal tips to pre‐sell XocoSlim.com. Notice how I say "pre‐sell" and 
not "sell"? This is because your job as an affiliate is NOT to sell the product. That's what 
the XocoSlim.com sales page does. Your job as an affiliate is to warm up visitors and 
get them interested in the product, AND THEN pass them onto the sales page with your 
affiliate link.  
  
My personal pre‐selling tips for XocoSlim.com are:  
 
* Get personal on your web site introduce yourself, use a picture of yourself and be 
friendly with your visitors.  
 
* Collect emails (in a subtle manner). Something that you can offer your visitors are 
some free Ebooks, fat burning tips and tricks and/or free videos that anyone can use 
and you learnt along the way. This will give you a nice opt‐in rate because visitors want 
to see how you did it.  
 
Split each list into burn fat/lose weight/exercise tips. This will give higher conversions 
as you will give your visitors exactly what they want.  
 
* Use testimonials where people thank YOU for the recommendation. EG. "Hey Bob, 
thanks for letting me know about XocoSlim.com. Etc."  
 
* Make your web site 3rd party! This is important. Your web site should not look 
affiliated with the product, especially if your web site is reviewing the product.  
 
* USE clean design with soft graphics. Fancy graphics will over power your page. The 
sales page is where the visitors will go "wow" and the graphics there is what will help 
SELL the product. Your graphics shouldn't sell the product. Your graphics should subtly 
pre‐sell the product and make the visitors want to know more.  
 
* USE multiple pages.  Make a complete web site not just a single page lander. Send 
your visitors to different pages depending on what they search for. If they search for 
"weight loss exercises", your page should talk primarily talk about weight loss 
exercises.  
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Hiding your affiliate link 
 
 
Why hide your affiliate link  
 
The main reason why you should hide your affiliate link when promoting XocoSlim.com 
is simply to make it look neater.  Many people can hesitate to click on a Clickbank 
affiliate link and not only that, many forums and other website won’t let you post affiliate 
links.   
 
When promoting products there is a concern for affiliate theft.  This is where other 
affiliates will replace your ID with their own ID.  This means you would not get 
commission on the sale.  However, with the type of customer interested in 
XocoSlim.com they will not know anything about affiliate link theft so this is not a huge 
concern.  So how do you hide your link?  Here's my favorite method:  
 
http://www.Bit.ly  
 
- It tracks all the clicks you receive on the link. 
- It shortness the link. 
- It shows you demographics about the visitors. 
- It’s free to use it. 
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Products and services that I use  
 
In this section I am simple going to list some of the products and services that I 
personally use and have helped me as an affiliate over the years.  
  
 
Keyword Elite:  This product is an absolute killer!  You can build absolutely massive 
keyword lists in just a few minutes.  I have personally used this product on many of my 
PPC campaigns and also to find keywords to target with articles marketing.   
 
www.keywordelite.com 
 
 
Google Analytics: is good software that is very accurate. It delivers all kinds of 
information about your visitors. It's a must:  
 
http://www.google.com/analytics/ 
 
 
Google Webtimizer: a perfect tool for split testing your landing pages. As you all know 
these software’s from Google are all good and free.  
  
http://www.google.com/websiteoptimizer 
 
 
Aweber:  This is a great auto‐responder service with a simple to use interface and a 
high email open rate (less emails go to junk folders)  
  
http://www.aweber.com  
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Keeping up to date 
 

 
If you are interested in promoting http://www.XocoSlim.com then please join my site 
at: http://www.XocoSlim.com/affiliates.php  
 
Please enter your name and email up to join the affiliate program.  I don’t send out 
many emails so don’t worry about spam. 
 
Thank you the interest in promoting XocoSlim.com.  This is a great product to promote 
because we are here for the long haul and you’re going to have a lot of fun learning 
about health tip and losing weight fast in a healthy way  
  
For Huge Profits! 
  
Clayton N 
- aff manager 
- Skype ID: Clayton10x 
 


